
Chair Socks



Abstract

The Chair Sock is a design that stops school chairs from scratching and making sound 
while being very durable. This project was done because a teacher at school was having trouble 
with stopping the school chairs from scratching the floor and making sound. None of the options 
out there were durable while being inexpensive. The design worked exactly as intended. This 
project is important because it helps schools, students, and school teachers by stopping 
scratching so the floors don’t have to be replaced, and stopping distracting sounds in the 
classroom.    



Background Research

❖ All slides will have wear and need to be taken care of, but if done right and made from good material, they 
will hold up over time (Bethke). 

❖ “Single-part glides – commonly used plastics include polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyamide 
(PA), polyoxymethylene (POM) and polycarbonate (PC) (Bethke).” 

❖ If friction is too high or an object has too much weight, then it may take a lot to move the object (Fox). “ 

❖ Newton's laws says you that the net forces on a stationary object must be zero. There must be a second 
horizontal force acting on the object  of equal and opposite size (Fox).

❖ “Friction is the resistance to motion of one object moving relative to another. It is not a fundamental 
force, like gravity or electromagnetism. Instead, scientists believe it is the result of the electromagnetic 
attraction between charged particles in two touching surfaces (Ghose).” 

❖ Friction can be very unpredictable, and even smooth surfaces can have a lot of friction.
   



Problem: This project solves the problem of school chairs screeching and scratching the floor, while 

being affordable and durable. The Chair Sock uses carpet to stop scratching and attaches to the 

chair using a vinyl tube.  

Personal Reasoning: This design helps teachers and students by saving school floors from having to 

be replaced and stopping the distracting sound of school chairs when they are moved. The 

products available are either to expensive or not effective. 

Methods and techniques: A sink stopper was used to give a piece of carpet a bigger surface area. 

The stopper attached to a vinyl pipe so the design could attach to the chair. The design was tested 

and redesigned to create the best prototype.   

            

Defining The Problem



Requirements & Constraints

❖ Affordable 

❖ Durable 

❖ Better than other products or a regular chair

❖ No scratching

❖ No sound from the chair against the floor

❖ Time 

❖   Budget - inexpensive  

❖ Skill set 

❖ Availability of materials 

Requirements

Constraints

Testing Procedures

Test #1

The prototype was put on a chair and slid 20 
times to make sure it was durable, didn’t 
scratch, and had enough friction.

Test #2

Volunteers were asked to rate the durability, 
sliding and sound of a chair with the 
prototype and a chair without the prototype.    



Alternative Solutions

Pros:
❖ durable
❖ inexpensive $2.50 a 

chair 
 Cons:
❖ more difficult to make

Pros:
❖ inexpensive
❖ easy to make

Cons:
❖ not durable will fall apart 

easily

Pros:
❖ easy to make

Cons:
❖ not durable, it will fall off easily
❖ most expensive option ($2.88 - $3.00 

per chair)



Written Summary of Improvements and Modifications:

Prototype 1.0 used a tennis ball piece , piece of wood and vinyl pipe. It was designed so that the tennis ball 
stopped scratching and provided friction. The piece of wood provided a place to attach the tennis ball piece 
to. The vinyl pipe attached to the chair. The tennis ball piece did not stay on the wood and the tennis ball 
piece did not have enough surface area.  

Prototype 1.1

The wood piece and tennis ball piece were replaced with a sink stopper and an industrial short nap carpet. 
The stopper gave more surface area, and the carpet was used to stop scratching and provide friction.    

     

 

Test And Redesign



Prototype Development

Prototype 1.0

Design Narrative: This design used a pipe, a round piece of wood, a tennis ball, and Shoo Goo. It attached to the chair 
using the pipe and used the tennis ball to create friction and stop scratching.



Prototype Development

Prototype 1.1

Design Narrative: This design used pipe, utility rug, rubber sink stoppers, mounting tape, and Shoo Goo. It attached 

to the chair leg with the pipe and used the rug to create friction and stop scratching.



Final Prototype



Materials and Procedures for the Final Prototype 

Final Materials List:
❖ 20.32 cm of vinyl tubing 

(OD 4.1275 cm ID 3.175 

cm)

❖ 4  rubber tub stoppers 

that fit 2.54 cm to 3.4925 

cm holes

❖ Shoo Goo 

❖ Industrial grade short 

nap carpet 

❖ 2.54 cm width mounting 

tape

Procedures:
1. Gather materials.

2. Cut the vinyl tubing into 5.08 cm.

3. Make the top of the stoppers even, taking all the raised 

parts off of them.

4. Cut the carpet to the size of the tops of the stoppers.

5. With the Shoo Goo glue the carpet pieces onto the tops 

of the stoppers and clamp them down.

6. Once all dried, take the stoppers and surround the end 

that goes into the sink with mounting tape until it is hard 

to put into the end of the tubing.

7. Cut any excess tape off and peel the plastic off of the 

tape so the outside is sticky. Put in the end of the tube.



Results

Volunteers rated the chairs with the same ease of 

slide. They rated the sound of the chair with the 

prototype much better than the chair without the 

prototype. They rated the scratching of the chair with 

the prototype much better than the chair without the 

prototype. 



Results

All 13 volunteers said they preferred the chair with the prototype 

over the chair without the prototype.



Chair Socks solve the problem of school chairs scratching the floor and making sound when they move. 
Research was done on friction and other products available, and this knowledge was used to create a design that had 
enough friction to keep the chair from sliding too much but stopped scratching and sound. 

The requirements for this project were that the design needed to be affordable, durable, stop scratching, and 
stop sound. The project constraints were time, budget, skill set, and availability of materials. Alternative solutions 
were explored. Prototypes were evaluated  and tested to meet all of the project requirements and constraints.

The first prototype used a tennis ball, wood, and vinyl pipe. The tennis ball piece was attached to the piece of 
wood and then put into one end of the pipe. It was designed to use the tennis ball piece to stop sound and scratching, 
but provide enough friction to keep the chair from slipping. The wood provided support for the tennis ball piece, and 
the pipe attached to the chair. The second prototype replaced the wood and tennis ball piece with a sink stopper and 
industrial short nap carpet. The stopper was used to give surface area for the carpet, and the carpet was used to stop 
scratching and sound but provide enough friction.

The final prototype fit all of the project requirements and constraints. It is a simple, effective  design. It uses a 
vinyl pipe to attach to the chair and an industrial short nap carpet to stop scratching and sound but provide enough 
friction. The carpet is attached to a sink stopper using Shoo Goo. The stopper provides surface area. The end of the 
stopper is wrapped in mounting tape and put into one end of the pipe, the other end attaches to the chair.

The Chair Sock saves school floors and keeps the classroom quiet when needed. Products have been made to 
do the things this product does, but none of the other products combine durability, price, and effectiveness as well as 
the Chair Sock. This product keeps schools from having to replace floors and keeps teachers from going crazy from 
the sound the chairs make. For just $2.50 a chair, this product is a steal. Improvements for the future would be 
making the product have different ends for different floors, and having different sized tubes for different sized 
school chair legs.   

Conclusion
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